
The Lost Nation Shootout
09.25.2021

Presented by: The Green Racing Project at The Craftsbury Outdoor Center
Saturday September 25th 16:00
535 Lost Nation Road, Craftsbury Common, VT
Sponsored by: Lost Nation R&D

Overview
The Lost Nation Shootout is a static shooting competition designed to test speed, accuracy
and ability to shoot under pressure in biathlon relevant shooting drills. The competition will
feature multiple drills and be run in a points per drill format. Athletes will accumulate with
each drill and totals will be tallied at the end to determine the winner.
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Competition
Drill 1- 200 test (10 shots prone and standing on precision targets) total precision score
equals points for the drill.

Drill 2- 1 shot setups for time prone (Athletes must shoot one shot setups as quickly as
possible until they have hit 5 targets, there is no limit to how many shots an athlete can
take) A time of 75 seconds shall be worth 200 points. Every second over 75 will deduct 1
point, every second under 75 will add one point. Example: a time of 95 seconds will be
worth 180 points, a time of 70 seconds will be worth 205.

Drill 3- 1 shot setups for time standing (Athletes must shoot one shot setups as quickly
as possible until they have hit 5 targets, there is no limit to how many shots an athlete can
take) A time of 60 seconds shall be worth 200 points. Every second over 60 will deduct 1
point, every second under 75 will add one point. Example: a time of 80 seconds will be
worth 180 points, a time of 55 seconds will be worth 205.

Drill 4- 20 shot drill. 10 prone and 10 standing consecutively on metal as quickly as
possible, each miss adds a 10 second penalty to be added to their time after the fact. (80
seconds with clean shooting is worth 200 points. Every second under 80 seconds will add a
point and every second over 80 will deduct a point.)

Drill 5- 20-20-10. Athletes will shoot 20 shots prone, 20 shots standing, and 10 shots
standing on prone targets. All will be shot on metal targets, there is no time limit. (45 hits
will be worth 200 points, each hit over 45 will add 10 points and for every hit under 45 10
points will be deducted. Example- 47 hits is worth 220 points, 37 hits is worth 120 points.)

Rules
All athletes must compete with an IBU legal biathlon specific rifle as per IBU regulations.
Further competition specific instructions will be given before each drill.
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Note
It is possible to score negative points in some drills.

Make sure to bring enough ammunition for the entire competition including your zero!

There are no mens/ womens or age categories; this is one event with everyone competing
together.

Prizing

Prizing from Lost Nation R&D TBA

Registration

Registration cost is $10, all athletes will compete in the same category.


